Do you want to work on live production events such as rock shows or Broadway musicals? How about touring with the band or working as the lead audio technician on a cruise ship? Live entertainment technicians enhance live performances by affecting the audience’s senses—using audio, video and lighting technologies appropriate to the production and its environment. LSC-Montgomery is one of an elite group of schools in the nation to offer associate degrees in live entertainment technology.

Learn the fundamental knowledge, skills and abilities to design, maintain, and operate technology systems in entertainment and sporting venues, churches, auditoriums, theatres, convention hotels, and trade shows. The level one certificate, level two certificate, and associate of applied science degrees are designed to push the doors wide open for the exciting and endless career opportunities.

For more information:
Rob Kreps
936.271.6309
Robert.P.Kreps@LoneStar.edu

Live Entertainment Technology AAS: General Live Entertainment Track
Available at LSC-Montgomery
LoneStar.edu/Audio-Visual-Systems-Specialist-AAS

Median Wage: $37,950

Live Entertainment Technology Level II: General Live Entertainment Track
Available at LSC-Montgomery
LoneStar.edu/Live-Entertainment-Technology-Specialist-II

Live Entertainment Technology Certificate Level I: General Live Entertainment Track
Available at LSC-Montgomery
LoneStar.edu/Live-Entertainment-Technology-Specialist-I

Complete your Live Entertainment Technology AAS: General Live Entertainment Track in 2 years!

For more information on gainful employment, visit LoneStar.edu/GainfulEmployment.